
Surface Design Sampler Platter
CLASSROOM SET UP

VOLUNTEER SHOPPER
If the guild could provide these materials it would greatly help Lyric fit the rest of her 
supplies into airline luggage limits. Please save your receipts so that Lyric can 
reimburse you. Please contact Lyric (919) 656-6398  2 weeks before class if any of 
these supplies cannot be provided, each is necessary to the success of the class.

Baking Parchment (used as pressing sheets - 3’ per ironing board)
Freezer paper (1/2 roll)
Plastic spoons (used for scooping paint out of jars - 9 or 10)
Small white paper plates (used for paint palette - 2 per student)
Cotton balls (2 per student)
Snack sized Zip-loc bags (1 per student)
1” or wider Masking tape (2 rolls)
2-4 rolls of paper towels
Cheapest white 100% cotton fabric from JoAnnes 

1 yd, 36” wide per student for a 6hr class
you can find 40% and 50% coupons at http://www.joann.com 
quality is not important - this is throw-away-try-out-new-techniques material

4 smooth metal cookie sheets
BORROW these, they will not be damaged and can be returned to kitchen use 

CLASSROOM SET-UP

Hard floors are best for this class: We will be using textile paints that could be 
permanent on carpet. It is possible to tape down plastic around the paint tables if 
necessary. 

Water Access: We will need to be able to wash out thermofax screens that are about the 
size of a notebook/binder. Some bathroom sinks are small enough to make this 
difficult. We can use plastic bins of water in the room to scrub the screens if 
necessary.

Teaching table: one table near a screen or wall on which to project live demonstrations. 
all students must be able to see the screen from their seat.
extension cord and power strip for Lyric’s AV equipment

Supply/kit table: anywhere out of the way, for kits and extra supplies
Student tables: about 3’ x 3’ table space per student with a clear view of the screen/wall
Paint tables: 2 pushed together, raised if possible as students will work here while 

standing. Place them closest to water your source. Leave room to walk around 
tables easily.

Table for photo transfer: nearest the best air circulation, in hallway or outside if possible.
Citrasolv is an all natural orange based cleaning solvent that has a strong orange 
odor that can aggravate students with breathing issues.

Irons and boards: at least two, preferably four.
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Surface Design Sampler Platter
CLASSROOM SET UP

Classroom configuration is flexible. We can make your space work!
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Surface Design Sampler Platter classrom set up

Two tables 
for 
teachers 
supplies. 
Can be off 
against 
the wall.

Student tables must have enough room that they can get up and walk around.

Ideally: one ironing board for each five students.

Two tables for screen 
printing. Enough 
room for students to 
gather around. Place 
nearest the water 
source.

No more than two students per 3' x 6' table.

Please have the room set up at least 45 minutes before class begins. Call 
Lyric at 919-656-6398 with any questions.

Must have extension 
cord and power strip or 
outlet available for A/V 
equipment.

Table for 
photo 
transfer 
supplies.

All students must be able to see the 
screen from their tables.

Teacher table.

Screen or wall for projecting live demonstrations.
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